My Visit to Young At Art Museum
Today, I am visiting an art museum called Young At Art!
At Young At Art, I will use:

- Walking Feet
- Listening Ears
- Inside Voices
- Helping Hands
- Calm Body

I will also remember to:

- Stay near my family
- Take turns with others
The entrance to Young At Art is very big and crowded! I will stay with an adult while I wait my turn to enter.
The person at the front desk will give me a stamp on my hand. The stamps shows everyone I am ready to play at Young At Art Museum!
If I need help, I can ask somebody in a purple Young At Art T-shirt. They are Museum Educators, but I can call them MEs. If I am lost, an ME in a purple Young At Art shirt will help me find my family.
WonderScapes has lots of bright colors. 
I can wait my turn and slide into the tea pot. 
I can share pretend food with friends and explore the kitchen area.
I can play in the water table too. I can wear a blue apron to keep me dry.
I will try to keep the water inside of the water table.

If I need some quiet time, I can sit in the loft above the kitchen.
The loft has soft pillows and quiet toys for me.
I can visit the playground with my family. I can slide down the slide. I can rock on the see-saw and climb on the jungle gym. I must take turns with friends and be careful on the equipment.
The ConTEMPORARY exhibit is yellow and fuzzy. There are some bright screens and pretend creatures. I must take my shoes off before I play inside this exhibit. This exhibit might look different the next time I visit Young At Art.
ArtScapes has a big train I can ride on, called a subway. The subway is very shiny and it makes loud noises.

The maze has lots of things I can see and touch. The maze is small and quiet, and the lights are not too bright.
In ArtScapes, I can play in the sandbox or I can build with big blocks.

If I need a quiet place, I can walk up the stairs by the colorful couch. The loft has soft pillows and quiet toys for me.
CultureScapes has countries I can explore. I can play the drums in Africa. The drums may be loud. I can make metal sculptures in Haiti.
In CultureScapes, there is a big, shiny climbing area called The Wave. There are lots of steps and children inside. I can climb up high or play down low.

If I need a calm place, I can visit the red area Japan. In Japan, there are cushions and quiet toys for me to use.
GreenScapes has recycled materials I can play with. I will share the materials with my friends. I can build a tower with logs or I can explore the metal igloo.
In STOMP, children make very loud music on the walls. I can climb up the stairs and wait my turn for the slide. My feet go first when I slide down.

In Pablo Cano, I can make my own puppet. I will be safe with the scissors. If I need a quiet place, I can go behind the puppet stage.
The Innerspace exhibit has bright lights and sand. The sand stays on the ground.

I can ask for help to slide down the slide or swing on the swing.

This exhibit may look different the next time I come to the museum.
Before I go home, I can visit the YAA gift shop. In the gift shop, I can look with my eyes. Toys only leave the gift shop if someone buys them.

By the picnic tables, I can eat food from my home or from Super Grub Hub.
I had so much fun at Young At Art Museum! When it is time to go home, I can say or wave goodbye to my new friends. I can visit the museum again soon!

The End!
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